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Abstract.

E ulu ē

E ulu kini o ke Akua

Ulu a‘e ‘o Kāne me Kanaloa

Ulu ka ‘Ōhi‘a a lau ka wai

Ka ‘Ie‘ie

Ulu a‘e ke Akua a noho i kona kahu

Eia ka wai lā

He wai ola

E ola ia‘u i ke kumu

E ola i ke po‘o, ke po‘o pua‘a

E ola i ka pae, ka paepae

E ola i nā haumana, nā haumana a pau

‘Eli‘eli kapu, ‘eli‘eli noa

In thisPuleHo‘oulu (prayer for inspiration),we are calling ourselves and you, the reader, to embrace growth and perpetuation
of life’s many sacred manifestations, to honour the guardians of our places and the sources of our knowledge, and affirm the
profound responsibility that is conservation management. This chant initiates the process of kuahu, an altar of Native
Hawaiian spiritual practicewithinHālau ‘Ōhi‘a, a ritual-based stewardship program inHawai‘i led byKumu (master teacher,

a primary holder and source of knowledge for the community)KekuhiKealiikanakaoleohaililani. This paper outlines how the
kuahu process has advanced learner capacity to embrace the many sacred dimensions of resource stewardship, thereby
transforming conservation biology, and related conservation practices, through Indigenous perspectives.Weexamine themes

evoked during the kuahu process at scales spanning the universal, the regional, and the personal. In doing so,we describe how
kuahu practice can serve as a coparticipant, catalyst, and portal to sacred conservation, allowing learners to engage and grow
more personal relationships with the environment, our communities, and ourselves.
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Introduction

Humans engage their world, create the societal structures that

shape the human experience, and reappropriate these struc-
tures to shape personal identity, and one’s norms, beliefs,
values and practices – an iterative sequence of processes that

Berger (1967) identified as externalisation, objectivation and
internalisation. Most people across planet Earth engage in
some form of spiritual practice (Zinnbauer et al. 1997; Hill

et al. 2000), and over much of human history, ritual-based
spiritual practices have been among humanity’s most striking,
pervasive and persistent examples of externalisation, objecti-
vation and internalisation. Hill et al. (2000) describe spiritu-

ality as supporting an individual’s efforts to search for
meaning, wrestle questions of truth, appreciate life’s myster-
ies, engage the transcendent while participating in intimate

community, and perhaps most importantly, expose oneself to
forces of personal transformation. Despite remarkable diver-
sity across cultures, these practices at their core are driven by

the desire to engage the sacred (Hill et al. 2000). In this paper
we use the terms sacred and spiritual as defined by Kealiika-
nakaoleohaililani and Giardina (2016): ‘‘those sentiments,
actions, and commitments that emerge from spirit-based

relationships that are founded on love, respect, care, intimate
familiarity, and reciprocal exchange.’’ They continue: ‘‘By
spirit, we refer to that which gives life to the material body, the

enigma that is our collective conscious, subconscious, and
unconscious beings.’’ Finally, we view ritual as a regular
practice shared by practitioners with the goal of enhancing

spirit-based relationships.
While secular modernity has grown across societies (Hill

et al. 2000), humankind’s desire to engage the sacred persists

(Huntington 1997), with some disciplines seeing a resurgence in
research on the role of spiritual practice in shaping identity and
well-being – for example, in the psychology and health care
professions (Hill et al. 2000; Hill and Pargament 2003). Diverse

studies have shown that participation in a ritual-based spiritual
practice can lead to emotional healing, personal transformation,
improved emotional well-being, and feelings of social connec-

tion (Hill and Pargament 2003; Hobson et al. 2017). In contrast,
conservation biology, a strongly spiritual discipline when con-
ceptualised over a century ago (Nash 2014), remains largely

sanitised of its sacred foundations. While concepts of the sacred
have clearly found an academic home in university conservation
programs across the planet (Berkes 2017), mainstream conser-
vation has not yet re-embraced the sacred. E. O. Wilson (1984)

coined the term biophilia to describe the core human desire to
relate to the natural world, includingmountains, canyons, caves,
rocks and rivers (Kahn et al. 2009). In earlier work,Naess (1973)

concluded that humankind’s interconnectedness with nature is
essential to ecological identity and well-being – ideas echoed in
popular writing about the importance of nature to children (Louv

2005). It has been suggested that severed connections between
person and nature are causing many of today’s environmental
and socio-psychological problems (Nisbet 2005; Nisbet et al.

2009), driving calls for broader perspectives in conservation
(Chan et al. 2016; Kohler et al. 2019), including from ancestral
traditions (Johnson 2013; Kimmerer 2013; Kealiikanakaoleo-
haililani and Giardina 2016; Berkes 2017; Pascua et al. 2017;

Kurashima et al. 2018).

Altars are centerpieces for ritual-based spiritual practices
that often address questions about history, form, location and

function (Burkert 1987). Altars continue to serve as an important
locus of spiritual practice, and, in this paper, we examine how
the kuahu (altar of Native Hawaiian spiritual practice) serves as

a coparticipant, catalyst and portal to the sacred. Kuahu is a
central practice for learners in Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a, a novel, contem-
porary and ritual-based stewardship training program for con-

servation practitioners in Hawai‘i. Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a is led by Kumu
(master teacher, a primary holder and source of knowledge for
the community) Kekuhi Kealiikanakaoleohaililani (lead author
on this manuscript) and was developed to enhance learner

capacity to embrace sacred dimensions of resource stewardship
(Kealiikanakaoleohaililani et al. 2018).

Kuahu

We focus on the kuahu within a larger ritual process because

the kuahu is the physical centre of ritual practice within Hālau
‘Ōhi‘a, and the first ritual to be performed during regular
class sessions. Further, the kuahu has its roots deep within
hālau hula (Native Hawaiian schools of learning focused on

teaching the sacred practice of hula, the Indigenous dance of
Hawai‘i based on the environment). Learners within Hālau
‘Ōhi‘a utilise the multitiered Ki‘i (image, reflection,

representation) framework to structure access to multiple
layers of dynamic and often transcendent meaning (Fig. 1)
(Kealiikanakaoleohaililani et al. 2018). These representations

of the human experience span three layers: Ki‘i ākea

(universal), Ki‘i honua (regional) and Ki‘i ‘iaka (personal).
The Ki‘i framework challenges learners to deepen their

understanding of a topic by exploring why each topic is
important to the universal community, a regional community,
and themselves. Within Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a, outcomes of kuahu
practice include: setting spiritual intentions in a community of

practice; reframing nature as kin and not commodity; reinfor-
cing that humans and nature are inextricably dependent on one
another; providing a venue for the conscious and subconscious

integration of conventional, Indigenous, and Local knowledge;
creating a safe environment for learners from diverse back-
grounds including non-profit organisations, state and federal

entities, universities and communities; and enhancing learner
capacity to develop intimate connections with place and each
other. Collectively, these outcomes translate into an improved
capacity of the conservation community to steward place and

each other (Kealiikanakaoleohaililani et al. 2018).
This paper is formatted as an examination of the kuahu

practice through the three lenses of Ki‘i described above. We

start with Ki‘i ākea, linking kuahu to cultures across universal
time and space. Then, we engage kuahu regionally through the
lens of Ki‘i honua, the importance of kuahu in hula and

incorporation into Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a. Finally, we engage the lens
of Ki‘i ‘iaka, where we address what the kuahu experience has
birthed within learners, how learners apply the lessons from

kuahu to their own professional and personal lives, and what
resulting insights mean for participants going forward. And then
we end with the Pani (closing) where we complete the creation
story of the kuahu and release you, the reader, by closing the

kuahu that we build together.
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Ki‘i ākea

We start with the largest layer of Ki‘i ākea to describe kuahu’s

genealogical links to altars across universal space and time. For

communities across the globe, ritual reinforces personal and

community identity, and within Indigenous communities ritual

also provides ecological identity including self, the human

and non-human community, the ecosystems that sustain

communities, and spiritual beings (Naess 1973; Donatuto et al.

2014). The practice of altar-based ritual is diverse, with altars

most often being a physical recreation of the Earth or ecosystems.

Throughout Judaism and Christianity, but also in Eastern reli-

gions, altars have been central features of places of worship. In

contemporary Hindu practice, the puja (altar) occupies a central

location within themandir (Hindu temple) to remind devotees of

Fig. 1. Imagine sitting in the Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a (a ritual-based stewardship program in Hawai‘i) classroom, and a

learner places a kalo plant (taro, Colocasia esculenta) on the kuahu (altar of Native Hawaiian spiritual practice).

Using the Ki‘i (image, reflection, representation) framework, how are you, the reader, initially engaging and

connecting to the kalo plant on the kuahu? One of the learners in the class explains that in one of the Hawaiian

cosmology stories the kalo plant and the Hawaiian people are offspring of Papa andWākea, the maternal earth and

paternal sky elements, which from a Ki‘i ākea (universal) layer, brings forth the idea of environmental kinship, and

feelings of being a part of, and not separate from, nature. Another learner shares that kalo is a staple food for many

Polynesian cultures, which, from a Ki‘i honua (regional) layer, helps to place us in Hawai‘i. The learner who

brought the kalo to the kuahu states that they are acknowledging the role of kalo in a Indigenous rites of passage

ceremony, shown in the image above (pictured are members of Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a and NāWa‘a Hanakahi), that the class

had just experienced during the past winter solstice, which through a Ki‘i ‘iaka (personal) layer, brings up the

feelings of pride and accomplishment of having gone through that ceremony, as well as feelings of close connection

to other learners and environmental features who were part of the ritual. As the class reminisces on that experience

that surrounds the kalo, our attention now focuses on that memory in the photograph. Focusing on the canoe and

ocean elements in the photograph, the Ki‘i ākea layer can indicate the journey, movement of people and cultures,

and evolution of society; the Ki‘i honua layer brings up the name Moananuiākea, the vast, large and deep ocean,

which places us in an oceanic and island landscape and culture; and the Ki‘i ‘iaka layer may remind us of what we

appreciate in a team, like a crew of paddlers, that knows how to work cohesively towards a common goal. The Ki‘i

framework provides perspective into the fluid energetics of our connection and understanding of the world around

us, which can change across time and space. The kuahu is not only a physical portal to accessing that understanding,

like the altar in the classroom, but is also a process that promotes that exchange of energetics, like being in a canoe

on the Moananuiākea, and understanding how you are related to everything around you – vertically, horizontally,

internally, externally, past, present, future – the connections and possibilities are limitless. We all ‘come to the

kuahu’ with our own personal experiences and associations, and when that energy is shared with a group, those

energetics then become part of everyone there, expanding our consciousness outward and deepening our

relationships with each other and our places, deepening our inward relationships with ourselves, and deepening

our relationships with our places and with our metaphorical journeys across the expansive ocean.
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spiritual connections with nature and sacredness of Earth, water,
and all living creatures. Beyond facilitating the practice of reli-

gion, the mandir provides a sacred setting for performing shloka
and mantras (ritual chants), for supporting the holy aarti (fire),
and the presentation of flowers, leaves, and prepared food for

specific deities (Mazumdar and Mazumdar 2009; Sahney 2010).
Altar practices in some forms of Buddhism are similar, with
statues of Buddha being presented along with incense, flowers,

chants, and prepared foods (Denjongpa 2002). In the Yucatec
region of Central America, Indigenous Mayan communities
integrateMaya philosophy and religion into ch’a chaak (complex
rain ritual), which involves the creation of an altar constructed

from specific species of trees, fashioned into a platform with
arches, and supported by succulent vines to remind participants
that the altar is connected to the rest of the forest (Flores and

Balam 1997; Salazar et al. 2012). Within Indigenous (Salomon
2018), but also social justice (Issa 2007), communities, spiritual
practices have persisted through even the most severe forces of

political, religious and cultural colonisation, and so have been
able to sustain belonging, identity and unity.

Within academia, ritual has often been examined as a
‘behavioral trademark of our species’ (Watson-Jones and Legare

2016), but within Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a, the Ki‘i ākea framework allows
learners to recognise the universality of the altar and its deep roots
withinmanycultures.Viewed from this perspective, conventional

psychology and anthropology have begun a cross-disciplinary
examination of ritual (Watson-Jones and Legare 2016), and in an
Indigenous context, altar-based spiritual practices offer oppor-

tunities to heal the historical wounds imposed by conventional
conservation biology on both coloniser and colonised, globally
and in Hawai‘i.

Ki‘i honua

At the smaller scale of Ki‘i honua, we begin to understand the
kuahu through the lens of ancestral Hawai‘i. The Indigenous
knowledge system – defined as all the types of knowledge within

an Indigenous mindset (Cajete 1999; Ramos 2018) – of Hawai‘i
tell us that humans are genealogically tied to a person’s geography
of birth, but also their current residence (Kealiikanakaoleohaililani

and Giardina 2016). The kuahu continues to serve multiple
functions in sustaining these connections, and here we focus on
origins of kuahu in the practice of the environmental dance, hula,
which was born from kin-centric-based stewardship relationships

with nature (Emerson 1909). The teaching of hula integrates
sacred connections among hula, the dancer, and the natural world
(Barrère et al. 1980; Ticktin et al. 2006) with the kuahu becoming

a microcosm of the practitioner’s intimate world, while also
serving as a portal to the sacred and catalyst for authentic dis-
cussions spanning the personal to the professional. These hula

teachings have been incorporated into the curriculum of Hālau
‘Ōhi‘a, with kuahu being a crucial component.

Kuahu origins in Hālau Hula

The Native Hawaiian understanding of akua (deity, environ-
mental elements and energies) is that the many akua are both
elements and elemental phenomena (Kealiikanakaoleohaililani
and Giardina 2016). Hula is an environmental dance composed

of chants and the intricate use of the entire body that celebrates

akua while supporting the sharing of oral history and observa-
tional data. The forest deity, Laka, is centrally important to hula

in Hawai‘i but also serves diverse functions throughout the
Pacific as Rata in Aotearoa and Tahiti, Raka in Rarotonga, Lata
in Pukapuka, and Lasa in Samoa and Tonga (Taonui 2007).

Kuahu historically comes from the Indigenous practice of hula,
with the details of those practices varying across hālau and
geographic regions and islands. The function of the kuahu in the

hālau is to provide space for Laka’s kinolau (‘many bodies’; the
manifestation of akua in plants and animals, but also ecological
processes, such as transpiration), to remind and inspire the hula
dancer of Laka’s many roles in a forest – ecological, physio-

logical or hydrological. Kinolau of Laka include diverse species,
but the kuahu can be adorned with kinolau of other deities
(Emerson 1909; Barrère et al. 1980). Customarily in a hālau

hula, every component of the ritual process is carefully
orchestrated including the site of the hālau, the location of the
kuahu, what hula and chants are offered, what and how kinolau

are gathered, and how the kuahu is adorned (Emerson 1909).
The function of kuahu for the hālau hula that continue to engage
with their akua and landscapes in these ways persists.

Given the central role of nature in hula, practitioners often

possess an intimate understanding of forest plants and their
ecology. This understanding is intricately woven throughout
Native Hawaiian knowledge systems, providing current best

practices for stewarding forests including the sustainable gath-
ering and propagation of a wide diversity of plant species, as
well as restrictions on when and where to gather (Ticktin et al.

2006). This stewardship-focused kuahu practice aligns closely
with the kuahu practice within Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a.

The meaning of kuahu in Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a

The root words ku and ahu form the word kuahu. Translations of
ku, or k%u, include ‘upright, to stand, to rise, to reach, in a state of,
to appear, transform, and reveal’ and translations of ahu include
‘a collection, altar, shrine, mass, or pile’ (Pukui and Elbert

1986). These definitions reveal the dynamic nature of kuahu,
and in Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a this dynamic portal to the sacred encom-
passes four stages: (1) setting of intentions; (2) clearing themind

and preparing for the practice; (3) gathering of kinolau; and
(4) performing the ritual. This kuahu practice is not bound to a
specific type of physical structure or location, but rather is that

which allows learners to establish a sacred space for organic yet
structured engagement of the natural world. The contemporary
engagement of kinolau is similarly dynamic (Kukahiko 2019).

Here we provide you with an abbreviated example of the dis-
cussions that Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a learners have engaged with during
kuahu ritual. For simplicity, we provide examples of six kinolau
(Table S1 available as Supplementary Material to this paper)

with a focus on the plant, ‘Ōhi‘a (Metrosideros spp., a dominant,
keystone, native tree of Hawai‘ian forests), below.

To better engage you, the reader, we ask you to imagine

walking through a natural place that is deeply important to you.
Then imagine approaching a plant or shoreline or river to gather
an item of personal significance. You humbly ask for permission

to enter the place. Before gathering, you reflect on the item’s
various meanings in your life. You stop to pick up some trash or
pull invasive weeds, giving back to the place that has sustained
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some aspect of your being. Upon arriving at your item of
personal significance, you ask if it is willing to accompany

you on your journey (seeking permission to collect that item).
After a quiet pause and sign from the environment indicating
permission to proceed, you gather the item and respectfully

leave. As you consider this item, imagine being a part of a
community of conservation practitioners from a wide array of
backgrounds and professional careers and it is your turn to adorn

a virtual kuahu with your item – a chosen kinolau that you have
reverently given universal relevance, regional symbolism, and
personal meaning.

The request to enter the Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a classroom begins, the

space is silent save the voices of the chanters, ‘Ua l%u kinikini

ka hua ‘ōhi‘a lehua mai ‘ō a ‘ō o Lononuiākea (the multi-

tudes of ‘ōhi‘a lehua seeds are scattered everywhere on

Hawai‘i Island) y’. When the mele komo (entrance chant)
ends, Kumu Kekuhi invites the learners in with a mele kāhea

(response chant). The learners enter the transformed space

as they walk one by one to place their pōhaku (rock, stone) on

the kuahu, building the very foundations of our island

microcosm and our learning for the day. When all pōhaku

are in place the room begins to vibrate with the rhythm of

clapping hands and voices chanting the Pule Ho‘oulu

(prayer for inspiration): ‘E ulu ē, e ulu kini o ke akua

(grow and inspire your myriad potentiality) y’. The chant

(provided in its entirety in the abstract; see Text S1, Supple-

mentaryMaterial for a full translation of the chant) continues
to the final line and then repeats until all kinolau transform

the kuahu into an island of sprouted greenery.

‘Now who do we have here on the kuahu?’ asks Kumu

Kekuhi. A learner that works in natural resource manage-

ment responds: ‘I brought ‘ōhi‘a because it’s one of the first

native species able to colonise new lava and also a kinolau of

the deity Hi‘iaka (associated with forest growth and

regeneration), the sister of Pele (deity associated with

volcanic activity). ‘Ohi-‘ia means ‘to be gathered’. ‘Ōhi‘a

seeds blow in the wind, once germinated, its roots sink into

the rocks and begin to break apart the crevices. Its leaves fall

around it, decomposing and creating soil. It captures passing

dust and seeds, creating more dirt. Other plants begin to

sprout around it. Birds land and poopymore things sprout.

Over time, a kīpuka (an oasis of vegetation) forms. The

kīpuka grows and eventually connects to nearby kīpuka,

creating a forest.’ Kumu Kekuhi then asks: ‘What else do

we know about ‘ōhi‘a ? ’ A learner that works with loko i‘a

(Native Hawaiian fishpond aquaculture) adds: ‘Because

‘ōhi‘a is the backbone of many forests it can ‘ohi (gather)

the rain and helps to bring that wai (water, freshwater) into

the forest ecosystem. We also use ‘ōhi‘a in our mākāhā

(fishpond sluice gates) for that function – to gather fish into

the ponds. The wood is hard and rot resistant’. A mother then

shares a personal relationship with the kinolau: ‘‘Ōhi‘a was

present, in its many different forms and colors, when my son

was born. Seeing ‘Ōhi‘a growing in the wild makes me think

of resilience, growth, promise, and infinite possibility. All of

these things I wish for him’. Two learners from the university

chime in about the many forms and genealogy of ‘ōhi‘a

captured in taxonomy, ‘Metrosideros polymorpha Gaud., is

from the family Myrtaceae. There are at least 14 taxa of

‘ōhi‘a, all endemic to Hawai‘i. The islands of Hawai‘i,

Kaua‘i, and Maui Nui (Maui, Moloka‘i, Lāna‘i, and

Kaho‘olawe) each have varieties of M. polymorpha and/or

M. waialeale that are endemic there, while three species are

found only on the island of O‘ahu!’

And so, the discussion continues until all items adorning

the kuahu have been discussed.

(Table S1 available as Supplementary Material to this paper).

The ritual adornment of kuahu and ensuing discussions
consistently catalyse a deeper understanding of the ecosystems,
plant/animal people, and geological features of their place.

Every aspect of the kuahu, from the foundation to the kinolau,
is imbued with meaning, both intentional and subconscious.
Sometimes gathering of diverse kinolau is spontaneous, with
themes arising during discussions. At other times themes are

chosen to determine which kinolau are to be gathered. A second
layer of meaning is derived from the form that kinolau take,
including presentation of anatomical parts (e.g. foliage, flowers,

fruits), life stages (e.g. seedling, large plant, piece of wood), or
cultural uses (e.g. lei (Indigenous adornments in Hawai‘i com-
posed of various environmental materials, such as vegetation

(flowers, leaves, nuts), feathers, shells, dog teeth, ivory, etc.),
lā‘au lapa‘au (Indigenous herbal medicine and medicinal prac-
tices of Hawai‘i)). Fig. 2 illustrates an example of a kuahu that
was built by the learners of Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a, with an overarching

theme of Kaho‘olawe, an island in Hawai‘i, which was returned
to the Native Hawaiian people following decades of civil
disobedience to end a half century of military bombing of this

sacred place. Because the practice is grounded in patience,
respect and inclusivity, discussions can last hours with each
learner who wishes to share knowledge – conventional, Local,

Indigenous – provided opportunity to do so. Without fail, this
practice facilitates a collective, experiential, and often deeply
moving learning process. For the readers who are participating

in this virtual kuahu, how has reflection on your kinolau
advanced your connection to that item or the place from which
you gathered that item? Do your questions or revelations
provide insights into how to meet your broader needs or those

of your community?

Introducing kuahu to mainstream conservation

In response to the question – how can we apply in a sincere and

authentic waywhat we learn to the diversity of spaces and places
that we occupy? – Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a has brought the practice of
kuahu to a wide diversity of formal and informal learning

spaces, and we highlight three here: a Symposium during the
2017 Hawai‘i Conservation Conference held at the Honolulu
Convention Center; a workshop of non-governmental, State,

and Federal urban green and blue space managers in New York
City; and a classroom of graduate students in a Conservation
Biology course at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. These
diverse settings provided an opportunity for experimentation

that is driving the evolution of kuahu practice.
In 2017, learners of Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a led a novel symposium at

the annual Hawai‘i Conservation Conference that engaged

attendees in a kuahu-based ritual. Attendees were instructed to
gather items to which they could give meaning. These were not
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intended to serve as kinolau, but rather to inspire reflection and
discussion. What resulted was surprising, and the many power-
ful emotions evoked by the connections and sharing forged by

the kuahu organically transformed an instructional exercise into
a sacred process.

In 2017, learners ofHālau ‘Ōhi‘a andKumuKekuhi organised
an exchange with the Urban Field Station of the USDA Forest

Service’s Northern Research Station in New York City (NYC),
with the goal of bringing a Native Hawaiian system of learning to
one of the planet’s largest metropolitan areas (McMillen et al.

2020). Learners led the second day of the meeting with a call to
enter a space, permission being granted to entering participants,
and the creating and adornment of a kuahu. What resulted was a

remarkable discussion about sacred kinship in an intensely urban
environment, including deeply personal and professional sharing
about the importance of sacred considerations in the stewardship

of urban places, and how these places serve as refuges that sustain
the physical and spiritual wellbeing of NYC’s many green and
blue space users. TheseNYCparticipantswere deeply inspired by
the practice and have integrated kuahu into ongoing Stewardship

Salons that bring together diverse learners from across NYC
(McMillen et al. 2020).

In 2019, learners of Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a led a kuahu practice for

students enrolled in a graduate-level Conservation Biology

course at the University of Hawai‘i at Mānoa. This class period
was devoted to biocultural conservation and the visiting lecturer
and student organisers, who were learners with Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a,

prepared an unconventional session centered on formally engag-
ing the practice of kuahu. Students embraced the opportunity,
each bringing a plant to class that held meaning to them. This
included kinolau but also photographs of plants from distant

places. Students were asked to share: who is my plant, where
does my plant come from, and what is the plant’s significance to
me, the student? The discussions were powerful and sometimes

emotional, and postclass evaluations indicated that the process
was intuitive and fostered important discussion about a possible
future for conservation. Many students expressed that the

activity, discussion and overall experience broke down barriers
and strengthened classroom engagement; many rated the class
as the most valuable of the semester, commenting that the class

should have come earlier in the semester.
From these and other experiences, learners have found the

kuahu practice to be effective for inspiring practitioners to
engage a broader conservation ethic. In contrast, learners in

the conservation workplace typically are asked to focus on acres
treated, number of native species planted, or number of invasive
animals eradicated. Kuahu practice teaches that while quantita-

tive measures are important, we are inspired primarily by a

Fig. 2. Illustration example of a kuahu (altar of Native Hawaiian spiritual practice) from one of the

Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a (a ritual-based stewardship program in Hawai‘i) class sessions. Illustrated by Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a

learner and artist, Haley Kailiehu.
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spiritual connection to place. And it is this spiritual connection,
to place and each other, that sustains work in conservation.

Ki‘i ‘iaka

There are many areas of overlap between spirituality and reli-
gion (Hill et al. 2000), and the goal here is not to engage dis-
tinctions or to discern categories. This is important when
addressing the personal reflections of learners on how the

practice of kuahu has helped link mind, body and spirit, and to
realise enhanced relationships with place and the many mem-
bers of the ecological community. Simply put, Ki‘i‘iaka

encourages learners to apply what kuahu practice has birthed in
their own professional and personal lives. In Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a,
learners quickly come to appreciate that adorning the kuahu

carries expectations beyond the aesthetic act of beautifying an
altar. There is a sacrifice when gathering kinolau, and as with
many cultures, the depth of the exchange with a place and an

item gathered can signify the importance of the exchange
(Delaere et al. 2019). And so, the depth of planning and sacrifice
can reveal a learner’s devotion to an individual plant, species or
place, with collective devotion determining the quality and

depth of the discussions resulting from this ritual practice.
Motivation for gathering kinolau for kuahu should include
universal, regional and personal considerations, with the actual

act of gathering serving the critical function of revealing, but
also inspiring sacred and reciprocal relationships among learner,
place and kinolau – perhaps best described by Kimmerer (2011)

as ecological reciprocity. We describe here a necessarily tiny
fraction of the diverse meanings invested by contemporary
practitioners of Native Hawaiian culture, as the realm of per-

sonal insight is as vast and diverse as the number of learners
(Kukahiko 2019).

Personal transformation

A central outcome of the kuahu practice is personal transfor-

mation. For example, one learner shared that kuahu ‘breaks
people open; every time it brings strong emotion and wakes us

up’. Another shared, ‘This is the first time I’ve felt like it’s OK to

be connected to this place as a person (as a non-Native

Hawaiian), not just a scientist’. These insights reveal that the
practice allows learners to be vulnerable and engage new aspects

of their being, and to actively engage these new aspects rekin-
dles relationships with kinolau. Another learner commented: ‘I
ask how does this plant I have chosen embody what I want to be

right now, in hālau, in my entire life? If I bring a plant that

represents resilience to the kuahu, I elevate that resilience in

myself. I place it on the kuahu because I strive to be resilient, to

embody everything that kinolau does for our environment and

for us’. The result is a growing recognition that effective care for
place requires integration of multiple knowledge systems and an
intimate, life-long and multigenerational commitment to place.

Knowledge system integration

For the diverse learners of Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a, kuahu practice breaks
down cultural barriers to reveal new ways of knowing. The

discipline of conservation biology is focused on population
genetics and ecology (Pressey and Tully 1994;Mills et al. 2012)
and has grown into a utilitarian pursuit of preventing

biodiversity loss, with success determined by metrics of
efficacy. Conventional conservation discourse rarely considers

or embraces Indigenous Knowledge. While conventional
approaches are rich with tools and information, detachment
from nature is antithetical to Indigenous concepts of kinship and

perspectives on care for place (Kealiikanakaoleohaililani and
Giardina 2016), and Indigenous perspectives challenge the way
conventional trained professionals are taught to relate to nature

(Rozzi et al. 2006; Rozzi 2012; Artelle et al. 2018).
Kuahu as a biocultural practice and praxis has the

potential to transform the learner by facilitating the integration
of diverse knowledge. For the conventional trained biologist,

transformation leads to engaging respectfully or even embracing
a Native Hawaiian ethos about Native Hawaiian perspectives on
community – human and non-human, animate and inanimate.

For example, as one learner shared, ‘I’ve always been interested
in how plants function and interact with each other, but kuahu

made the networks real. Communication from a voiceless

community opened up a whole new world for me’. Another
shared ‘I am seeing the landscape differently now. I find myself

starting to talk to plants in the field like they are people too’.
Kuahu practice also leads to dialogue among people from

different perspectives and to sharing their personal connections
with nature. In a sense, kuahu practice is a pedagogical tool that
stimulates exploration by making permeable the professional,

cultural and personal boundaries that isolate the conservation
community.

Increasing conservation capacity

Over the past half-century, conservation thinking has evolved
from protecting nature ‘from’ people to protecting nature ‘for

and with’ people (Mace 2014). This transition speaks to the
unsustainable, colonial foundations of conventional conserva-
tion, the growing threats to ecosystems posed by climate change,
habitat loss, and invasive species, and increases in per capita

consumption married to human population growth. Learners of
Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a become personally exposed to the decolonising
mindset of ‘nature ANDpeople’, with individual transformation

catalysing collective transformation. By cultivating what Cajete
(1999) describes as a respectful relationship with nature and
authentically honoring Indigenous knowledge, learners create

communities of conservation practice that are more effective
and resilient. For example, by integrating Indigenous know-
ledge – and conventional knowledge – practitioners are better
able to embrace the spiritual, genealogical and cosmological

connections between people, culture and place (Osorio 2006;
Lyver et al. 2019). Learners can more effectively engage Native
Hawaiian Indigenous knowledge such as the functional signi-

ficance of ecological zones of Hawai‘i (Mueller-Dombois 2007;
Winter et al. 2018), the creation of intentional and highly pro-
ductive agricultural systems (Kurashima et al. 2019), or the

significance of intricate place names and names for different
types of natural phenomena (Akana and Gonzalez 2015). This
diversification of one’s knowledge basemeans a greater number

of tools can be brought to a problem. Further, the kin-centric
ethic underlying learning in Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a helps learners to be
moremindful of and committed to their relationshipswith place,
with species, and with each other. Finally, open, powerful,

authentic and personal dialogue has led to strong relationships
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and comradery among learners that extend well outside the
classroom and into the local conservation community. Collec-

tively, the kuahu practice facilitates the creation of an expansive
conservation ‘ohana (family), and such a familial network of
committed individuals is more resilient to the vagaries of

national politics and local funding environments.

Pani – Closing

Recognising that humans and the rest of nature are inextricably
connected is critical to conservation biology operating within

socially and ecologically challenging times. Perhaps by the end
of this paper you are asking yourself, ‘What is my kuahu? What
might my kuahu look like? What would I place on it?’ We
challenge you, the reader, to ask yourself these questions,

knowing that there are no right or wrong answers. For guidance,
ritual practices and cultural customs throughout the world may
help you answer these questions. Kuahu has helped learners

facilitate a shift in consciousness regarding sacred relationships
with nature, communities and within self, thereby transforming
conservation biology through Indigenous perspectives. In read-

ing this paper, you have engaged in a ritual process, including the
building of a virtual kuahu, and sowewill close this practicewith
a Pani, whichwill release you from this paper. Just as the kuahu is

brought to a close at the end of theHālau ‘Ōhi‘a class session, we
will close the kuahu here with a short chant. Remember that
although the kuahu is closed, you and your kinolau are still
connected. Take your kinolau and return it to its home or where it

may be needed most to give it new life. We all turn to the focal
point, the kuahu, and say the following words that mark the end
of a chant to noa (release, lift, and free) the ritual:

‘‘Āmama ua noa, ‘āmama ua noa’.

Glossary

Below are descriptions and definitions of Hawaiian Language
terminology, as interpreted by Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a. We acknowledge

that there are multiple definitions and forms of interpretation for
these terms. For additional, commonly accepted definitions,
please visit http://wehewehe.org

Ahu – a collection, altar, shrine, mass or pile
Akua – deity, environmental elements and energies
‘Āmama ua noa – A Native Hawaiian language saying, ‘the

prayer is said, the taboo is over’
Hālau – Native Hawaiian schools of learning
Hālau hula – Native Hawaiian schools of learning focused on

teaching the sacred practice of hula
Hālau ‘Ōhi‘a – a ritual-based stewardship program in Hawai‘i
Hi‘iaka – a deity in Hawai‘i associated with forest growth and
regeneration

Hula – Indigenous dance of Hawai‘i based on the environment
‘Ohana – family
‘Ohi – to gather

‘Ohi-‘ia – to be gathered
‘Ōhi‘a –Metrosideros spp., a dominant, keystone native tree of
Hawaiian forests

Ki‘i – image, reflection, representation
Ki‘i ākea – universal image, reflection, representation
Ki‘i honua – regional image, reflection, representation

Ki‘i ‘iaka – personal image, reflection, representation
Kinolau – ‘many bodies’; the manifestation of akua (deity,

environmental elements and energies) in plants and animals,
but also ecological processes, such as transpiration
Kīpuka – an oasis of vegetation

Ku/K%u – upright, to stand, to rise, to reach, in a state of, to appear,
transform, and reveal
Kuahu – altar of Native Hawaiian spiritual practice

Kumu – master teacher, a primary holder and source of know-
ledge for the community
Laka – a deity in Hawai‘i associated with forests, and centrally
important to the practice of hula

Lā‘au lapa‘au – Indigenous herbal medicine and medicinal
practices of Hawai‘i
Lei – Indigenous adornments in Hawai‘i composed of various

environmental materials, such as vegetation (flowers, leaves,
nuts), feathers, shells, dog teeth, ivory, etc.
Loko i‘a – Native Hawaiian fishpond aquaculture

Mākāhā – fishpond sluice gate
Mele kāhea – response chant
Mele komo – entrance chant
Moananuiākea – the vast, large, deep ocean

Noa – release, lift, and free
Pani – closing, to close
Papa – foundation, surface; the maternal earth element in

Hawai‘i
Pele – a deity in Hawai‘i associated with volcanic activity
Pōhaku – rock, stone

Pule Ho‘oulu – prayer for inspiration
Wai – water, freshwater
Wākea – expansive space, zenith; the paternal sky element in

Hawai‘i
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